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Types of Governments
Laissez-faire government: free market approach where government rarely 
intervenes in business affairs

● Advantage: creates healthy competition and efficiency among businesses, 
attracts foreign direct investment

Most countries use an interventionist approach to managing their economies:

● Use legislation and policies to oversee and influence business activity
● Categorized as fiscal and monetary policies



Fiscal Policy
Fiscal policy is the use of taxation and government policies to influence business 
activity

● Deflationary fiscal policy:
○ Used when the economy is experiencing high rates of growth and inflation, and needs to be 

slowed down
○ Enacted through higher taxes and reduced government expenditure policies

● Expansionary fiscal policy: 
○ Used when the economy is slow, perhaps during a recession
○ Aims to boost business activity
○ Enacted through a combination of tax cuts and increased public sector spending



Monetary Policy
Monetary policy is the use of interest rate policy to affect the exchange and supply rates of money

● Aims to influence business activity by adjusting the “price of money” 

Raising interest rates:

● makes borrowing less attractive, which reduces loans and mortgages, thereby decreasing 
business activity and overall spending, which may control inflation within an economy

● Tends to increase demand for a country’s currency since foreign investors are attracted by 
better returns on their savings

● This causes the price of exports to be higher, reducing their demand, and therefore 
threatening the prosperity of domestic businesses



Common Taxes 
● Income tax: a levy on personal income
● Corporate tax: a levy on profits 
● Sales tax: taxes on an individual’s expenditure
● Capital gains tax: a tax on the surplus made from 

investments such as shares and property
● Inheritance tax: a tax on the value of assets 

passed onto a third party following the death of the 
owner

● Excise duties: levies on demerit goods
● Customs duties: taxes on foreign imports 
● Stamp duty: a tax paid when commercial or 

residential property is bought 

Students think that higher 
interest rates create incentives 
for people to save money. 

Reality: most governments only 
change interest rates by 0.25%, 
hardly any incentive to spend 
less and save more. 

Higher interest rates have a 
much larger impact on reducing 
the spending ability of 
households and firms

Common Mistake



Deregulation and Political Corruption
Deregulation: the removal of government rules and regulations (bureaucracy) that 
constrain business activity within an industry

● provides opportunities for businesses to prosper
● Enhances efficiency and encourages competition

Political Corruption: a major ongoing threat for businesses

● According to Transparency International: there is strong correlation between 
corruption, poverty, international competitiveness

● From least honest to most honest countries: Somalia, North Korea, 
Afghanistan, Sudan….Singapore, Norway, Sweden….Denmark



Political Opportunity & Threat Examples
Opportunity: In 2017, President Trump signed the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act which 
cut individual income tax rates and doubled the standard deduction. White House 
spokesman Judd Deere said “the combination of the Trump tax cuts and 
deregulatory actions spurred an unprecedented period of economic growth that is 
benefiting American workers across the country”

Threat: Vietnam was involved in recent corruption scandals involving Denmark, 
the U.S. and Japan. Companies were paying bribes to Vietnamese government 
officials in exchange for government contracts or development assistance. In 
2017, the World Bank debarred a Danish consultant company for involvement with 
Vietnamese officials


